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Structure

Canal

LaColle Falls Lock and Dam

None

State/ Province

Saskatchewan

County

Contractor:

Street

Source of Material:

UTM Coordinates

Start:

GPS 53deg14'39.79"N 105deg26'07.16"W

Abandoned

DATES OF CONSTRUCTION

North Saskatchewan River

Topographic Map

Condition

Designer:

City/Town

Associated Waterway

HAER/CEHR

1909

Completion:

Rebuilding:
Abandoned:

1913

History & Use in Service (use since Abandonment):

From Wikipedia:
"LaColle Falls Hydroelectric Dam is a partially complete hydroelectric dam built by the City of Prince Albert, Saskatchewan. The dam is
located on the North Saskatchewan river approximately 45 kilometres east of the city in an area that inaccessible. Construction started in
1909 and the partially complete project was abandoned in 1913 due to high costs and technical difficulties. The motivation of building the
dam was to provide cheap power and attract business to the area. The partially complete project had cost nearly $3 million and nearly
bankrupted the city in the process.

Description (Visible Remains at Site):

The river, which eventually drains into Hudson Bay, was heavily used by steamboats. As a result, when the dam was designed, it
included a steamboat sized navigation lock. Apparently, to maintain navigation, the dam was to be built in phases with the first phase,
including the lock on the south bank of the river. As this was early twentieth century construction, the dam and lock are built in concrete.
Today, the partially built lock and the southern spillway section of the dam survive. The rest was never built.

Other works or events associated with site:

Present Property Owners:

Location of Deed Description:

Bibliography, Published, unpublished, maps, photographs

Three short film clips of the remains, including the lock, are on YouTube.
See also the Wikipedia listing which has a construction photo of the lock and dam.
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